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The PocketDozer easily snaps on-and-off.
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ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE 
ICEDOZER PLUS

Use of the Brush Attachment
The IceDozer Plus   is our top-of-the-line product and comes with a number 
of special features. The brush attachment is made of plush and durable 
bristles mounted on the top of the IceDozer    plow. With this brush you can 
finish the task of ice clearing by sweeping the snow and other debris right 
off of your vehicle.  The Brush is built-in to the detachable Pocket Dozer  . 

The Detachable PocketDozer
The PocketDozer  is a unique multifunction tool in its own right (once 
detached from the SnowPlow of the IceDozer   ). The Brush can be used to 
clear snow from hard to reach places while the Scraper Blade is particularly 
effective in removing ice from the side mirrors and headlamps. The Pocket-
Dozer  is also equipped with the special IceNotch  , designed to remove ice 
chunks from off of the windshield wipers.

How to remove the PocketDozer
The PocketDozer  attaches firmly to the SnowPlow by way of Upper and 
Lower Lips. However, this tool is also engineered to snap easily on-and-off. 
To remove, grasp the sides and bottom of the FlexiBlade  in both hands, 
palms up, with the SawHandle   resting squarely against your chest. Now 
depress the two ThumbTabs (one on each side of the Bottom Strut of the 
IceDozer  ).  By pressing down on these tabs, the Lower Lip should snap 
free from the bottom of the SnowPlow. Then lift-up on the PocketDozer    to 
free the Upper Lip and you’re set to go. To reattach the PocketDozer, 
begin by hooking the Upper Lip back onto the top of the SnowPlow. Then, 
while facing the front of the plow, press in at the bottom of the Pocket-
Dozer.   The Lower Lip should easily snap back into place.
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“This scraper is the Big Gun for clearing ICE from 
car windows...chips fly, ice crumbles, grown men cry, 
women swoon.” ~The Fraser Austin, TX 
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